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3.2.3 Experiments with compost

By Jacques Fuchs

Aims of compost experiments
Depending on the situation there can be various aims of compost experiments. For example to study the 
influence	of	compost	on	soil	structure,	on	water	holding	capacity,	on	plant	nutrition,	on	plant	health,	to	compare	
of the effect of different compost types (different inputs, different maturity etc.), or to compare different 
strategies	of	compost	use	(e.g.	distribution	over	the	whole	field	or	only	in	the	crop	rows,	rates	and	timing	of	
compost application etc.). 

Before	beginning	a	compost	experiment,	the	specific	question	to	be	answered	has	to	be	clearly	defined	as	
this	will	influence	the	design.	For	example,	if	the	primary	aim	is	to	study/demonstrate	the	influence	of	the	
compost	on	the	soil	structure,	the	experiment	has	to	have	a	minimum	duration	of	five	years	but	if	the	aim	of	the	
experiment is to investigate the effect of compost against diseases then a duration of only one or two crops may 
be	sufficient.

General requirements
The site on which the experiment will be done has to be homogenous. The choice of the site should be in relation 
to the question we want to investigate (e.g. using land with, or at risk of, soil structural problems if we want to 
investigate	the	influence	of	compost	on	soil	structure).	

The	composts	used	have	to	be	well	characterized	in	order	to	compare	the	results	of	different	experiments.	When	
analysis results are stated it is important to be clear about the methods used and if the results are expressed 
relative to compost volume or compost weight (fresh or dried). Different countries each have normally accepted 
methods	(that	may	be	related	to	compost	quality	standards	e.g.	BundesgütegemeinschaftKompost,	VKS-ASIC	
2010). The concentration of some elements is often expressed in terms of their oxides (e.g. P2O5 rather than P). 
This may be a legal requirement for the declaration of fertiliser composition but it can easily lead to confusion. 
The information needed includes:

Information about the composting process:
•	Quantitative and qualitative characterisation of input materials (in percentage terms).
•	Composting system (e.g. open windrow or in vessel).
•	Profile	of	temperature	and	moisture	content	during	process.
•	Information on the intensity and method of compost turning.
•	Duration of the process.
•	Storage conditions.

Physical and chemical and biological analysis of the compost:
•	Sieving	size	(in	mm).
•	Bulk density of fresh compost (weight per volume). 
•	Dry matter (in as a percentage by weight of fresh compost).
•	Organic matter (usually as a percentage of dry matter).
•	Ph	(in	water	or	in	a	specific	salt	solution).	
•	Electrical conductivity and salt content.
•	Total element content of major nutrients (including nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium magnesium, calcium). 
•	Available or extractable nutrient content (e.g. NH4-N,	NO2-N	and	NO3-N).	
•	C/N ratio.
•	Total	potentially	toxic	elements	(e.G.	Mercury,	cadmium	and	zinc).
•	Contamination with inert materials (stones, glass, metal and plastic).
•	Occurrence of viable weed seeds.
•	Occurrence of human pathogens.

Depending of the aim of the experiment, knowledge of other characteristics of the compost can also be important 
(Fuchs et al. 2008).	For	example	suppressivity	potential	against	Pythium	and	Rhizoctonia	or	phytotoxicity	effects.
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The soil where the experiment is performed also has to be analysed (type of soil, texture, organic matter 
content, N, P, K, Mg, Ca etc.). It is very important to describe exactly the methods used for the determination 
of the compost and soil parameters (especially the extraction medium used) as a number of techniques are 
available that may give quite different results.

Quantity of compost used
The maximum quantity of compost used is determined by the balance of fertiliser. The nitrogen is usually in a 
very	unavailable	form	and	so	in	some	countries	(e.g.	Switzerland)	only	10%	of	the	total	amount	is	considered	in	
the	balance.	However	there	may	be	other	limits	of	application	(e.g.	in	Switzerland	a	maximum	of	25	tonnes	dry	
matter per ha can be applied in any three year period). As the compost cannot offer to the plant all the nutrients 
in	sufficient	quantity	additional	inputs	may	also	be	needed	(e.g.	of	nitrogen).

Reference plots
If not only fertilisation questions have to be answered by the experiment, it is important to have, in addition to 
an untreated reference plot, also a standard treatment (a N, P, K, Mg control). The quantity of fertiliser in this 
plot has to represent the fertiliser content in the compost, and the availability of the fertilisers also has to be 
similar. For K and Mg, ‘Patentkali’ can be recommended – this is a mixture of potassium sulphate and magnesium 
sulphate. P can be added as rock phosphate. For nitrogen, it is recommended to add horn shavings to balance 
the soil Nmin content as a result of compost addition. 

Experimental design
For experiments with a duration of only one season, a standard design with four replications can be used. The 
plots	have	to	be	of	a	sufficient	size	to	avoid	border	effects	in	the	evaluation	of	the	results	(e.g.	plots	with	a	
minimum width of 4 crop rows and length of 10 meters; the middle two rows are evaluated between meters 2 
and 8). For experiments with a duration of several years (e.g. to evaluate the effect of compost on soil structure) 
the	plots	have	to	be	larger	in	order	to	avoid	the	mixing	of	soil	from	the	various	treatments.	The	buffer	zones,	
in which no measurements are done, are more important than in the short time experiments. For experiments 
running for several years, soil samples from all the plots should be collected and analysed before the work begins 
in order to establish base line values. 
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3.2.4 Experiments with green manures 

By Francis Rayns

Background
Green	manures	are	crops	grown	for	the	benefit	of	the	soil	rather	than	for	harvest	and	sale.	They	can	have	a	
number of effects in protected cropping that include:
•	Adding	nitrogen	to	the	soil	by	nitrogen	fixation	(legumes	only).
•	Modifying the availability of other plant nutrients. 
•	Adding organic matter to the soil.
•	Stimulating biological activity.
•	Contributing to the control of weeds, pests and diseases.


